Dietary phytate has a greater anti-nutrient effect on feed conversion ratio compared to body weight gain and greater doses of phytase are required to alleviate this effect as evidenced by prediction equations on growth performance, bone ash and phytate degradation in broilers.
Cobb 400, male broilers (n = 4,752) were fed one of 12 diets, with 12 pens/diet and 33 birds/pen. Treatments consisted of 3 levels of phytate P (0.24, 0.345, or 0.45%) and 4 doses of phytase (0, 500, 1,000, or 2,000 phytase units (FTU)/kg). Diets were formulated with reduced Ca (0.22%), available P (0.20%), energy (80 to 120 kcal/kg), and amino acids (1 to 5%) when compared with breed requirements. Prediction equations suggested feeding dietary phytate P > 0.275, 0.295, or 0.319% reduced feed intake (FI) and body weight gain (BWG) and increased feed conversion ratio, respectively, from day 0 to 21. Supplementing phytase at 561, 1,285, or >2,000 FTU/kg resulted in the maximum FI, BWG, or feed efficiency, respectively. From day 0 to 42, maximum BWG or feed efficiency were achieved at phytate P concentrations <0.281 or 0.25%, respectively. Supplementing phytase at 449 or 2,000 FTU/kg maximized BWG or feed efficiency, respectively. Tibia ash weight, percent or Ca concentration were maximized at phytate P concentrations <0.24, 0.296, or 0.24%, respectively and phytase supplementation at 822 or >2,000 FTU/kg maximized tibia ash weight or percent respectively. In the absence of phytase, phytate (IP6) concentration in the gizzard was greatest in birds fed 0.45% phytate P and phytase supplementation between 1,132 to 1,285 FTU/kg resulted in the lowest IP6 concentration in the gizzard. There was no effect of dietary phytate P on the concentration of phytate esters (IP5 or IP4) in the gizzard, which were minimized at 1,208 FTU/kg of phytase. In the absence of phytase, the concentration of phytate ester (IP3) or inositol in the gizzard was greatest in birds fed 0.345% phytate P and phytase supplementation at ∼500 FTU/kg minimized IP3, whereas 2,000 FTU/kg maximized inositol, except in birds fed 0.45% phytate P, which was maximized at 202 FTU/kg of phytase. Prediction equations can be useful to determine the influence of phytase and phytate P on broiler performance, phytate degradation and bone ash.